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Theme of this Talk
Introduce Environmental Security as a
component of defense/security policy
consideration – A significant component
of National Interest of Every Nation
Science is frustrated with politics
The public policy makers are frustrated
with scientists
We don’t speak the same language
Environmental Security is the common ground to
understand our mutual interests

Outline
A strategic view of Environmental
Security
Define strategic Environmental
Security analysis
Offer one approach to Environmental
Security analysis
Propose a Future for Environmental
Security

Environmental Security Defined
Environmental security is a process that
effectively responds to changing
environmental conditions that have the
potential to reduce peace and stability in the
world. Accomplishing our environmental
security goals mandates planning and
execution of programs to prevent and mitigate
anthropogenically induced adverse changes in
the environment.

Environmental security –
The Human Dimension
From the -- The American Declaration of Independence -1776

……… that they are endowed by their
creator with certain unalienable
rights, among these are, life,
liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.

Hierarchy of Human Values
Life
Food – Arable lands that
Water
Absence of disease
Energy
Liberty - Freedom to choose
Religion
Government
Cultural norms
Movement
Pursuit of Happiness

Providing life sustaining conditions is a basic human
pursuit and this defines environmental security

Norman Myers, The Environmentalist, 1986

“ …national security is not just about
fighting forces and weaponry. It relates
to watersheds, croplands, forests,
genetic resources, climate and other
factors that rarely figure in the minds of
military experts and political leaders,”

National Defense Strategic Analysis
Define Outcome or endstate

Sustainable environmental ecosystem

Measurable facts

Rate of change in H2O, air, arable land

Assumptions

Linkages between environment and
security

Courses of Action

Environmental sustainment along with
other instruments of national power

Risk Analysis or cost/benefit

We win – Environmental protection is
cheaper and less risky

What in the world is worth fighting for ?

Science of Environmental Security
Water as a Scarce Resource
- Fresh Water
- Oceans
Global Climate Change
- Carbon dioxide and greenhouse gases
- Global warming
- El Nino / La Nina
- Ozone depletion in the stratosphere
Land Use –
- Deforestation-- Biodiversity and the rainforests
- Desertification
- Waste disposal – hazardous and solid wastes
Energy Resources
Food
Heating and cooking

Health Protection

Environmental Security
Strategic Analytical Model
Select the critical environmental variables
Population growth rates
Loss of arable land rates
Water resources variable
Deforestation rates
Pollution index
?????

Select environmental measures of regional stability
Correlate environmental variables to social
security/stability with paired tests of independence
Maximize correlations (R values) for minimum
variables

Distribution of Forests Worldwide

________________________________________________________________
______________________

Estimated Annual Deforestation Rates, 1980-1990

Analysis

Building a Crystal Ball

Environmental security is the process of responding to environmental issues that could potentially affect
U.S. national security, and it is a part of the U.S. National Security Strategy. This project is tasked and
designed to correlate environmental security issues with the overall stability of the Pacific Command area
of responsibility. To do this we have analyzed various environmental indicators, such as population, water,
health, nutrition, pollution and urbanization. Correlating this data with current destabilizing regions
according to social, economic and historical
data, our group will show the correlation between current risk areas and environmental factors.

Health and nutriti onal data can be us ed to i ndic ate a regi on’s stability bec aus e it demonstrates t he
quality of li vi ng of the people withi n the regi on and can therefore be dir ectl y li nked to that regi on’s
stability. Additi onall y, health and nutriti onal data r elates to s ec urity. If the people of a nation are either
generall y in poor health or are under fed, then that r egion is not goi ng to enj oy great stability and
becaus e of that, will not enj oy a hig h l evel of security either. Exami ning and c oll ecti ng c ountries’
indi vidual health facts through a vari ety of di ffer ent sources attai ned thi s data.

Ec onomic market i n H ong Kong

Water Sc arcity c an als o be us ed as an i ndic ator of the level of stability i n a regi on.
Countri es that have l arge populati on growth rates i n c onj unction with s carc e ar abl e
lands tend fit the trend of water sc arcity. T he amount of water that a pers on has to li ve
on can s er ve as a destabili zing factor in the regi on and can l ead to a decrease in that
region’s envir onmental sec urity. Thi s infor mati on was asc ertai ned through water data
coll ected worl d wi de and publis hed i n a yearl y data book by Pet er Gli ec k.

Chi nese sol di ers on the marc h.

In order to determine the overall stability, not the environmental stability, of the areas within the
PACOM AOR, four different factors were taken into account and given a rating of green (stable),
amber (semi-stable) and red (instable). The four factors analyzed were economic stability, recent
conflict within the area, the plurality of the population, and the social stability of the areas. Each of
these factors were based on a variety of different aspects of the areas.
•Economic Stability includes: annual GDP, recent economic trends, economic production
base, and net private capital flows.
•Recent Conflicts includes: civil wars, regional conflicts, and interstate wars between 1991
and 2001.
•Plurality of Population includes: refugee flow, percent minorities, and linguistic diversity.
•Social Stability includes: the Index of Human Development, Literacy Rates, Caloric intake,
and demographics.
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Millions of N orth Kor eans at Government Parade for 55 Anni versar y of
Communist Party
Popul ation tr ends s er ve as good i ndic ators for stability withi n a regi on bec aus e there is a
direct correl ati on between popul ati on and envir onmental stress. The more peopl e that
draw off of an ar ea’s res ourc es, the more that area’s environment wi ll be taxed. T he best
indicator of populati on trends is rate of natur al i ncreas e, although others s uc h as birth
rates, mortality rates, i nfant mortal ity rates, and averag e life s pan c an be us ed as well .
Exami ni ng populati on dynamics, pyr ami ds and data facts for eac h c ountr y withi n the
region col lects t his data.

For each of these four factors each area was given either a red, amber, or green rating based on
research and a number of different sources including: Goode’s World Atlas, the CIA Fact book, a
variety of web pages, and atlases.

Our analysis concludes that there is indeed a strong correlation between the
environmental indicators that our group analyzed (Water, Population,
Urbanization, Agriculture, Land Use, Pollution, Health and Nutrition) and the
Socioeconomic factors that are currently used to analyze stability (Economy,
Culture, Historical Conflicts and Government). This correlation supports our
thesis that nations suffering from several environmental problems tend to
have societies in conflict.
Using this conclusion, our project team has assessed that regions indicated
on the map in red with cross- hatches are At-Risk countries that may cause
conflict or destabilizing affects for the PACOM region in the future.

Our pr oject team’s environmental i ndicator anal ysi s is a c omprehensi ve compil ati on of a s eries of
pre-desig nated envir onmental iss ues .
Regions are hig hlighted from green ( with the most stabl e environments) to r ed (wi th the mos t
environmental c onc erns). To for m the fi nal map we us ed a s eries of indic ators and weighted their
importanc e to form an aver age sc ore.

PROJECT TEAM

The fi nal map above ill ustrates t he c oncl udi ng anal ysis deali ng with each nati on’ s envir onment.

Dylan Malcomb

Dylan Reeves

Phil Zapien

Environmental Security Analysis

Project Overview
The goal of this project is to identify environmental factors within
wi thin EUCOM that might lead to future conflict. Once these factors
factors are identified, work in these areas can be focused to mitigate
mitigate these factors and prevent future
disputes over resources. The first step was identifying environmental
environmental indicators that would allow us to determine the overall wellbeing
wellbeing of a population, and what resources they had and what they
t hey lacked. These factors were
assembled and analyzed using Geospatial Information Systems. Next,
Ne xt, areas of political instability were identified. Instability was overlaid with environmental indicators to determine if a correlation
correlation was present, and to see if
instability could be explained with environmental factors. Finally,
Finally, this is used to predict future conflict within EUCOM.

Environmental Indicators

Combining Environmental Indicators
Several Environmental Indicators were used in the creation of this
this map. Population density, Rate of Natural Increase, Availability
Availabil ity of clean water,
Deforestation, and Soil degradation were all incorporated. Various
Vari ous greenhouse emissions were also considered, but were not used in the making of
this compilation. This map ultimately reflects those countries who are in the highest concern bracket of multiple environmental indictors and those
countries that are in the next highest bracket of concern of multiple
multiple environmental indicators.

)

Water Availability
This Environmental indicator is defined as the amount of clean water
water available for use for
each person in liters per day. Peter Gleick, in his book The World’s
World’s Water defines the
minimum amount of water for daily processes as 50 liters per person.
person. Anything less than
this amount, and people will not be able to meet all of the minimum
mini mum requirements for
drinking, sanitation, bathing, and food preparation. Water availability
avai lability is a good indicator
of how healthy a society is and provides important information about
a bout the overall well being
of a population.
Land Degradation
Land Degradation is defined by the United Nations Environmental Programme as the
amount of damage done to soil through various natural and human induced processes. The
UN defines four different categories of soil degradation based upon
upon the severity of the
degradation, and the amount of area that the degradation covers. This indicator does not
take into account which type of degradation is present, only its severity and the area it
covers. However, this is a very important indicator because it gives insight into trends such
as desertification. This variable has a significant impact on a country’s ability to grow food
to sustain its population. As a result, this indicator gives an idea of a country’s current land
use and an idea of its future capabilities to support its own population.
po pulation.
Rate of Natural Increase
The Rate of Natural Increase is defined as the Crude Birth Rate subtracted by the Crude
Death Rate. The resulting number gives the population based on how fast the population is
multiplying, and not how fast it is growing or reducing based upon
upon other factors such as
immigration and emigration. This is important because it shows which countries are
growing rapidly. A rapidly growing population is difficult to handle,
handle, and a country can
quickly be overwhelmed by an explosion in people. On the other hand, decreasing Rates of
Natural Increase can be a problem as well if the younger population
population becomes unable to
support the aging population. However, a decreasing Rate of Natural
Natural Increase can also
serve to mitigate large population density problems. This indicator
indic ator is important because it
brings in the human aspect of geography and allows us to analyze what different
populations of different countries are doing.

Model

Regional Stability

Conclusion

Regional Stability

There is some correlation between our environmental indicators and
and the present security situation of the world. This is most obvious
obvious in the southern part of
Africa, including South Africa, Rwanda, and Burundi. There are currently several countries that show environmental problems but have not developed
instability yet. We believe these are the most important areas to watch for future conflicts or humanitarian problems. The most
mos t notable of these areas to watch
are the coastal nations of subsub-Saharan Africa.

This map indicates the relative stability of the countries within
withi n EUCOM. The stability of a country was determined by studying the political pressures
within a country and the succession of power over the last decade.
decade. The data used is from the CIA World Fact Book. Areas marked in red indicate
significant opposition to the current regime or a recent history of conflict in the succession of power. Areas marked in amber indicate countries that have
political problems, but no armed conflict. Areas marked in green
gree n are considered relatively stable, with little opposition to the
the current government.

This project presented by Team EUCOM of EV487.
Team Leader:
Kevin Manley, Environmental Science Major
Group Members: Joshua Williamson, GIS Major
Ben Jackman, Environmental Science
Science Major
Greg Smedley, Environmental Science
Scie nce Major

Summary
Security is a much larger issue than wielding military power
Peace is not the absence of war, but the existence of stable communities of
people who have the basic human needs satisfied
Environmental degradation is a major threat to peace and stability in the world
Solutions must work toward curing the basic problems not treating symptoms - POPULATION +
Global Climate Change
Loss of arable lands
Water Issues
And more

Protecting peace means assuring regional stability
Military power can actually support environmental security
Manpower
Logistics
Monitoring
Protection of critical resources
Engineering

Environmental security provides a scientific tool
to correlate to the political/social dimension of
stability and security

